
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL PARISH MEETING 

Held on Monday 21th May 2018 

 

PRESENT: Jo Butler, Ian Pulley, Rachel Blood, Roslyn Siddall, Derek Heiron, Victoria Coward, Grant 
Summers and Jos Saunders (Cheshire East) 
 
APOLOGIES: Cllr Howard Murray 
 
The Chairman of the council, Jo Butler welcomed everyone to the meeting. 
 
 
MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL PARISH MEETING HELD ON MONDAY 15th MAY 2017 
 
The minutes of the Annual Parish Meeting of the Parish Council held on Monday 15th May 2017 were 
agreed as a true record. 5 votes FOR.  
 
 
CHAIRMANS ANNUAL REPORT 
 
Report by Jo Butler, read out by Jo Butler. 
 
This time last year we were all very hopeful that we would all have superfast broadband, and despite 

our best efforts and the involvement of our local MP, we were not able to utilise the grant that 

would have connected most if not all of the village. The decision was taken from us and although 

some houses now have better broadband connectivity it was disappointing that we could not have a 

fair share throughout the wider village. The government has highlighted that rural areas should have 

better connectivity so maybe this is something we can revisit in the future. 

However there have been other much more positive developments. We wanted as a Parish council 

to be more visible and work more collaboratively within the village, giving recognition to the other 

key players, such as the School, the Rose Queen organisers and the local WI. With this in mind we 

have agreed to support a community award for the children at our school. This will be the first year 

and we are hopeful that this will recognise a community spirit that looks at the larger community of 

the village, the school and beyond. This will be awarded in July and will be an annual donation. This 

has also opened up lines of improved communication with the school who are keen to continue and 

develop their support for village events. 

We have made some slow but eventual progress in improving the field facilities. The paths have 

been cleared and there are plans for remedial drainage of the field, hopefully over the summer 

months as the weather is better. There will also be a refurbishment of the play area. Unfortunately 

costs will prevent any new equipment, but we are hopeful that we may be able to raise funds to 

purchase other equipment that take into account all ages of users of the field. The Rose queen 

committee have also suggested ideas for this and again shows our collaborative approach within the 

village.  

The upgrade of the garden has taken some time to organise. This is a major work and it has taken 

time to get the relevant quotes but the money has been ring-fenced for this work to take place and 

improve the garden at the back of the hall. We want to ensure that it is a useable space but that it 

also encourages wild life as well as hall users.  



In the hall itself, we have continued to update some of the older features. The latest upgrade was of 

the main hall lights, to a more efficient and modern lighting system and the next project will be to 

look at the flooring, again a big undertaking that will have to be planned to cause the least 

disruption to our ever increasing bookings. 

We have increased the number of weddings at the hall and in line with our projections, we are now 

looking at getting a licence for weddings to be performed at the village hall as several couples have 

fed back that this would improve our saleability as a venue. That along with our very reasonable 

costs.   

Our regular users have continued to support our hall, however we have lost out Table Tennis 

sessions at the moment. I would like to thank Bruce Roe for his support and effort in organising this 

in his own time for the past few years.   

Whaley Bridge band continue to enthusiastically offer the time and talents to entertain us, it was a 

shame the snow got the better of us on St Patrick’s night but more dates are already in the diary. 

The CRTA continues to be well supported and this is planned to continue as a twice a year event and 

with a slight price increase as of the autumn performances. Also there are more events planned by 

the community events team. We have had something at the hall most months this year and we hope 

this will continue to allow the hall to be used to its best, including quiz nights, the pop up café and 

we may well have some additional performances in affiliation with chapel players.  

It all feels very positive and with continued the hard work of all the Parish councillors, we hope to 

maintain this over the next 12 months.   

The finances of the Parish Council look healthy, not without planning and work to raise funds to 

maintain the hall, as one of our largest commitments as a group of councillors. 

The precept takes account of the day to day running of the hall and this has been predicted, having 

looked at our regular income and our expenses which are rising each year. We have tried to look at 

the most cost efficient use of the monies we raise and have endeavoured to minimise the costs we 

pay for utilities etcetera at the hall, to get the best deals.  

But over and above this we have increased our bookings at the hall again this year, which gives us a 

healthy renovation fund to work with. Over the last financial year we took over £4000 in bookings 

which when offset with our outgoings still leaves us in profit. That can now be allocated to work on 

updating the hall facilities as planned for the next year or 2. 

MATTERS ARISING FROM THE CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

It was agreed that Victoria Coward would email the report to the mailing list.   

 PARISH MATTERS 

There were no parish matters raised by the council and no members of the public were present. 

Meeting closed at 19:20pm 

Chairman: 

Dated: 

 


